Your Weekly Options Paycheck
Generating High-Probability Weekly Income
with Limited-Risk Options Trades

 1) Time Premium and Options

 2) High-Probability Advanced Trading Techniques

 3) Systemized, Tested, Professional Approach
Interest rates are near all-time lows. Bank savings accounts pay 1% or less, yet
inflation is rising at a rate faster than that.
Today’s active investor must utilize advanced techniques to garner returns and
income in an outperforming manner.

1) Time Premium and Options
One of the best methods to garner investment income is through selling the time
premium inherent in options in a risk-controlled environment.
Remember that the price of an option is comprised of both intrinsic value and
extrinsic value … another term for extrinsic value is time premium. Time premium
in an option is primarily composed of Implied Volatility (Option Greek Vega) and
Time Decay (Option Greek Theta) and it is Time Decay (Theta) where we find the
“sweet spot” of option pricing for steady income-generation.
The advent of Weekly Options (and the many strike prices available on all the
option expirations) has provided a new, under-exploited niche in the world of
investing … regulated, listed options that expire every week.
Weekly Options primarily exist for 8 calendar days typically, yet contain the
normal leverage (with small cash outlay) of any other option. And they have time
premium in them THAT MUST go to ZERO by the time they expire.
So the primary edge we’ve designed and optimized for active investors seeking
more regular income via stock options selected by BigTrends is:
Capturing the time premium of short-term options in such a manner that it
becomes a steady income-generating source.

2) High-Probability, Advanced Trading Techniques
So how do we go about reaping the gains from option Theta (time decay) in a
consistent way?
Our preferred technique is time-tested, offers a high probability of success, and is
not direction-dependant - it is selling “Credit Spreads” on the options for
underlying stocks with very active and liquid Weekly Options.
The way our Credit Spread Trader trades work is that you receive a credit (cash
deposited into your account) when the limited-risk trade is placed, then a few
days later if/when the Credit Spread expires worthless, the entire options
position is removed from your account and you keep the credit received!
What is a Credit Spread?
Also known as Bull Put Spreads or Bear Call Spreads, a credit spread is limited risk
trade such as selling an Out-of-the-Money (OTM) option and buying another
option with the same underlying security, same expiration date but a different
strike price.
A Bullish Credit Spread is used when our indicators and system show the stock will
be up or flat for the very short-term time period of trade. This involves selling an
OTM Put and buying a further-down OTM Put in a limited-risk manner.
A Bearish Credit Spread is used when our indicators and system show the stock
will be down or flat for the very short-term time period of trade. This is selling an
OTM Call and buying a further-out OTM Call in a limited-risk manner.
This is a simple 2-legged trade, which can be done in any brokerage account with
options approval (including self-directed IRAs and other retirement brokerage
accounts).

The reason why our Credit Spread Trader recommendations can be done in
retirement accounts is because they are all limited-risk and require no
additional margin other than cash required up front to cover the maximum
potential risk.
(If you are not already approved for options trading such as Credit Spreads in your
retirement or brokerage account, simply ask your broker to approve you for
trading those strategies.)
Here are theoretical examples and Profit/Loss graphs of what a Put Credit Spread
and a Call Credit Spread look like:
We are bullish/neutral in the short-term on XYZ stock. XYZ stock is at 47 so we sell
a short-term 45/40 Put Spread for $2. Maximum risk is $3 ($5 point spread minus
the $2 credit received). If the stock goes out at 45 or higher on expiration, you
keep the $2 ($200) per Credit Spread and the position is removed from accounts
without any commissions on the exit when both sides expire with no value,
allowing us to keep the full initial credit received.

Alternatively, say we are bearish/neutral in the short-term on ABC shares. ABC is
at 33.50 so we sell a short-term 35/40 Put Spread for $2. Max risk is $3 ($5 point
spread minus the $2 credit received). If the ETF goes out at 35 or lower on
expiration, you keep the $2 ($200) per Credit Spread and the full position is
removed from accounts.

3) Systemized Tested Professional Approach
The BigTrends research team, led by CEO and Founder Price Headley, has
designed the optimal income generating system.
We’ve disclosed with you the basics of the “how and why” behind the Credit
Spread Trader program – targeting weekly 20% to 35% gains on risk with a very
high anticipated probability of success per trade of 70% to 80%.
3 more key points:
* All of the trades are limited-risk and can be traded in any brokerage
options account, including retirement brokerage accounts!
* The Credit Spread Trader recommendations can be auto-traded for you at no
additional cost by brokers such as thinkorswim!
* We walk you step-by-step through each trade, specifically on entries and exits.
No advanced knowledge of options trading is required to participate!
Let’s look at examples of both a put credit spread and a call spread:

J.P. Morgan (JPM) Daily Chart with Relative Strength Index (RSI)

In the neutral-to-bullish example above, we recommended the J.P. Morgan (JPM)
111/110 put credit spread, meaning we sold 111 puts and simultaneously bought
the same number of 110 puts to protect ourselves, for a net credit of 0.20. That’s
$20 per contract we collect minus any commissions. Your broker requires you to
hold a margin amount equal to the maximum loss minus the initial premium you
collect. If you wanted to risk no more than $1000 per trade, you could open 12
contracts of this spread, collecting $240 in gross proceeds and risking a maximum
of $960 (a return of 25% before commissions).
You can see on the JPM chart on the lower panel that the Relative Strength Index
(RSI) reading had just entered a very oversold condition. This usually marks a
turning point where the stock would cease dropping. Indeed, JPM rallied back
sharply the next day and drifted sideways for 3 days before reaching our
maximum profit on expiration Friday, five days after we opened the position.
Don’t forget that when credit spreads reach the expiration date at no value, this is
EXACTLY what we want! Plus, there are ZERO commissions when both legs of the
credit spread finish out of the money at expiration. The options are literally gone,
with no cost to exit, which means more money in your pocket in the majority of
credit spread trades with our system.

Walgreens (WBA) Daily Chart with Relative Strength Index (RSI)

For a neutral-to-bearish example with a call credit spread, look at the daily chart
of pharmacy giant, Walgreens (WBA). The stock had broken down below its
longer-term moving average (the red sloping line) and we were confident that
overbought bounces in the short term would fail against the longer-term
downtrend. When the RSI reading got into the top 90%, we sold the out-of-themoney 71/72 call credit spread. Notice that when we sold the 71 call and
simultaneously bought the 72 call, we were initially a day early before the stock
went sideways and then lower.
That’s another beauty of credit spread trading: you now get paid when the stock
is flat, or even can get paid when you are wrong! Once I saw the profits on
marginal situations going into my trading account, I knew this was a strategy that
most traders and investors would love just as much as I do! The overbought
condition can be worked off typically in one of two ways: either a quick reversal
down, or more sideways action like we saw with WBA. Sideways works well for
credit spread traders, who experience much greater winning percentages than
option buyers since the time decay is now working in your favor.

The Credit Spread Trader system is designed to create a steady stream of time
decay income for you and diversify your investing and trading portfolio with a
limited-risk method for selling options and volatility.
The final step is the expertise and testing that my BigTrends research team have
done to perfect this program to its optimal status since its launch in 2016.
As a Hall-of-Fame trader, I have been a leader in the option education and trading
industry since founding BigTrends in 1999, and even before then was successfully
creating and implementing income-generating strategies throughout the 1990s.
Working with my BigTrends research team, we’ve designed a scientific, tested
approach to systematically take income profits out of the market over a short
time frame.
How do we find the optimal Credit Spreads to profit with a high success rate and
healthy profits over such a short time frame?
We’ve designed, back-tested, live-tested and implemented a formula that lets us
find the best trade recommendations for quick income-generation.
We utilize Volatility (both implied and historical), the Relative Strength Index
(RSI), Support/Resistance with Moving Averages and Donchian Channels in our
BigTrends Credit Spread Trader system. We then apply these indicators to
Screens, Daily Charts and Intraday Charts, with the exact formulas being unique
and proprietary.
On average, there will be 6 income generating option trade recommendations
per month, with a maximum holding period of 2-7 calendar days. The profit
targets are generally in the 20% to 35% gain on risk and the probability of success
is anticipated to be in the 70% to 80% range.
So you can see why we’re so excited to unveil Credit Spread Trader to you …

we love achieving our stated goal of providing quick, income-generating, highprobability trades to active investors.
Get the steady stream of time premium decay going in YOUR favor based on a
tested trading system from the experienced BigTrends team.
To start taking advantage of the real-time signals in the Credit Spread Trader,
please call 1-800-BIG-TRENDS (1-800-244-8736).
Thank you,
Price Headley
CEO and Portfolio Manager, Credit Spread Trader
BigTrends.com

Credit Spread Trader (CST)
High Probability Weekly Option Trades To Generate Income
[Past performance is no guarantee of future performance and
there is risk of loss in any options trade]

